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Abstract
The near-surface air temperature over China is simulated from 1950 to 2099 using the PRECIS model from the Met Office
Hadley Centre at a 25-km resolution. In order to reflect the different parametric and structural uncertainties in future
temperature projections, the PRECIS model is driven by five lateral boundary conditions, which include a four-member
HadCM3-based perturbed-physics ensemble (i.e., HadCM3Q0, Q1, Q7 and Q13) and an ECHAM5 model. For the present
climate, PRECIS reasonably reproduces the spatial patterns of near-surface air temperatures over most regions in China,
except for some underestimation in the west. The annual cycles of mean temperature are well captured but its magnitude is
slightly underestimated throughout the year. Future temperature projections are further analyzed for three successive 30-year
periods throughout the twenty-first century. Despite more uncertainties with time, the ensemble results demonstrate that the
temperature over China is likely to continue to increase throughout the twenty-first century, with different spatial-time variation. There is an apparent increasing pattern along with the latitude for seasonal temperature. Through comparison with the
driving GCMs, PRECIS ensemble shows smaller biases in most regions of China, except for in the west plateau. The cause
is that RCMs could inherit some errors from the driving GCMs in addition to their own errors. These errors could be magnified unintentionally in downscaling over high elevations and have been propagated into future climate projections. However,
there is no apparent relationship between projected changes and model biases (i.e., larger bias does not necessarily lead to
bigger changes in temperature). These results could be directly used to analyze the impacts caused by climate warming on
agriculture, energy and other related sectors in China.
Keywords Temperature changes · China · High resolution · Regional climate model ensemble

1 Introduction
Assessing the potential impacts of global warming and accurate prediction of future climate change have been an important interest to researchers and policy makers, in order to
develop targeted public policies and measures for adaptation
and mitigation (Adger et al. 2005). Global climate models
(GCMs) are an important aspect of climate change research
and are used to generate projections of how the climate may
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change in the future. However, GCMs which run at a global
scale with a coarse resolution (usually over 100 km) do not
adequately assess the impact or capture larger deviations that
may occur at regional levels. Therefore, further downscaling
through regional climate models (RCMs) should be used to
transfer large-scale climate changes to local weather series
at finer spatial and temporal resolutions (Buontempo et al.
2014; Guo et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2015).
Generally, a main downscaling method is to build a mathstatistics mapping or relationship between the large-scale
coarse atmospheric variables (i.e., predictors) and local
weather variables (i.e., predictands). Statistical downscaling has been widely applied to the field of climate research
by virtue of easier implementation, lower computing costs
and achievable site-specific information (Guo et al. 2017;
Wang et al. 2014a, 2015). However, owing to overwhelming dependence on present day climate factors, the relationship between predictors and predictands in statistical
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downscaling is empirical and theoretical assertion, which
may not hold in the future climate. Comparatively, dynamical downscaling is usually driven by given time-varying
boundary conditions from GCMs to generate finer-resolution
grids. In other words, RCMs have the same physical processes and mechanism as described in GCMs and can agree
better with the local situation (Redmond et al. 2015). RCMs
using dynamical downscaling techniques have attracted
attention in climate model research in recent years (Boé
et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2014a).
Increasing attention has been paid to climate simulations
and projections in China in recent years. Some studies compared and analyzed the outputs from large GCM ensembles directly (Ouyang et al. 2015), while others focused on
certain specific climatic regions, for example in the northwest (Shi et al. 2003, 2007), the east (Chen et al. 2005) and
the south (Di et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2013). In respect
of using regional climate models in simulation over China,
Gao et al. (2012a) used RegCM3, nested within the global
model CCSR/NIES/FRCGC MIROC3.2_hires, to analyze
the climate change in the twenty-first century over China.
Similarly, Liu et al. (2013) used the same RCM but nested
with different GCM (CCSM) to investigate the changes
in precipitation and surface air temperature in future. Yu
et al. (2014) employed WRF climate model to evaluate the
performance of a long high-resolution (30 km) continuous
simulation in climatology and extremes over China based
on multiple observations. Wang et al. (2014b) explored the
time-lagged impact of the spring sensible heat source over
the Tibetan Plateau on the summer rainfall anomaly in eastern China using WRF. However, these studies also more
or less have some inadequacies, such as short simulation
periods, coarse spatial resolution, more uncertainties and
so on, especially in the latter two, which are vital to provide
direct inputs for further climate change impact assessment
and adaptation studies in regional scale. Specifically, coarse
spatial resolution cannot represent more detailed information in a spatial grid, which could result in more biases in
simulation and projection, particularly in complex terrains.
On the other hand, single climate model is not incapable to
project the climate change, and the corresponding results are
often not very reliable and should be interpreted with caution owing to various uncertainties (Yu et al. 2014).
Therefore, the objective of this study is to investigate the
long-term climate change over the entire country of China
with consideration of regional variations through high-resolution climate simulations. Specifically, the near-surface
air temperature over China was simulated throughout the
twenty-first century using the PRECIS model with a spatial resolution of 25 km. The PRECIS model was driven by
a five-member ensemble of lateral boundary conditions to
account for the uncertainties of future climate projections.
This will help capture the most likely spread of temperature
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changes until the end of this century for the entire country
at local scales.

2 Data and methods
2.1 Validation methods
To evaluate the model’s performance, an observational
gridded and unrestricted temperature dataset was used. The
dataset is derived from the APHRODITE project, namely,
Asian Precipitation-Highly-Resolved Observational Data
Integration Towards Evaluation of Water Resources (hereinafter referred to as APHRO), which develops state-of-theart near surface meteorology (mainly precipitation and temperature) with high-resolution grids for Asia (Hamada et al.
2011). The latest released daily mean temperature product is
AphroTemp_V1204R1 version for the period 1961–2007 at
0.25° grid (see: http://www.chikyu.ac.jp/precip/english/
scope.html). We extracted a consecutive data record for our
model domain as the comparison in this study.
In order to quantify the performance of PRECIS during
the baseline period, we calculated the correlation coefficient,
the centered pattern root-mean-square difference and the
ratio of standard deviations between simulations and observation. Thus, a Taylor diagram is applied to present these
characteristics comprehensively and visually (Taylor 2001;
Jiang et al. 2015).

2.2 Regional climate modeling
The PRECIS, developed by the Met Office Hadley Center,
is the one of the widely-used RCMs for global regional climate simulations (i.e., Wang et al. 2014a, 2015; Buontempo
et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2018). PRECIS is an atmosphere and
land surface model of limited area and has two high resolutions, which are 0.44°×0.44° (~ 50 km) and 0.22° × 0.22°
(~ 25 km) at the equator of the rotated regular latitude-longitude grid. It contains 19 levels in a vertical hybrid-coordinate system and can be applied to generate high-resolution
climate change information for as many regions of the world
as possible. Its driving LBCs have horizontal resolution of
3.75° longitude (~ 400 km) and 2.5° latitude (~ 300 km). The
land surface scheme in this study is MOSES 2.2 (Met Office
Surface Exchange Scheme).
PRECIS provides a based perturbed physics technology
to quantify uncertainties in model projections (known as
QUMP) under the IPCC SRES A1B emissions scenario.
The QUMP ensemble consists of 17 members (HadCM3Q0Q16) and is used to generate a set of high-resolution regional
climate projections (Wang et al. 2015; Collins et al. 2006),
and each one has a set of perturbations to its unique dynamical and physical formulation (McSweeney et al. 2012).
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However, if we entirely downscale the 17 members with
PRECIS, it would be very expensive, requiring large inputs
of computing resources, data storage and data analyses. In
order to meet the requirements and explore a wide range
of uncertainties, according to the Hadley Centre’s recommendation, we select a subset of four members (i.e., HadCM3Q0, Q1, Q7 and Q13) from the ensemble of QUMP as
the model’s lateral boundary data (McSweeney and Jones
2010). The PRECIS model would be run from 1950 to
2099 at its highest spatial resolution of 25 km. In addition,
another driving model with PRECIS is the Max Plank Institute’s fifth generation coupled ocean–atmosphere general
circulation model (ECHAM5), which is run for comparison
and analysis. In general, the HadCM3 QUMPs are used to
reflect the uncertainties associated with different parametric
settings, while we also choose the ECHAM5 as the other
GCM boundary to analyze the model structural uncertainties
through comparison with the HadCM3 downscaled by the
PRECIS. The simulation results for the period of 1961–1990
(referred to as the baseline period) are first compared to the
APHRO dataset to depict the model biases and simulation
performance. The results for the period of 2011–2099 from
the PRECIS ensemble simulations are extracted and analyzed to help understand the likely outcomes of China’s
future climate.
In addition, followed the approach employed in the fifth
generation of climate change information for the United
Kingdom (UKCP09) (Murphy et al. 2009), we applied the
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interval analysis and cumulative distribution function (CDF)
to explain future probability projections, instead of completely displaying the absolute result from each simulation.
The probability of future temperature changes is defined as
being less than or greater than a given amount. A cumulative
probability of 10% is used to indicate the minimum acceptable level or lower bound of credibility interval, namely the
actual value that is very likely to be greater than or very
unlikely to be less than the given amount. In contrast, the
cumulative probability of 90% is used to indicate the maximum acceptable level or upper bound of credibility, that is,
the actual value is very likely to be less than or very unlikely
to be greater than the current given value. In the same way,
we regard the value with a cumulative probability of 50% as
the most likely estimate of future projections.

2.3 Model domain
In this study, we configured a domain extending from about
66.24°E–139.48°E and 10.07°N–54.34°N with over 38,000
25-km grid points in total (Fig. 1). This reflects some external influences which play important roles in China’s regional
climatology, such as East Asian winter, summer and tropical
oceanic monsoons. In addition, we selected four appropriate
typical samples of climatic regimes (Table 1) across China
to validate and project temperature data using the PRECIS
model.

Fig. 1  PRECIS model domain.
The buffer zone of 8 grids is
between yellow and blue rectangle boxes. The blue grids represent sea area, while green ones
are land area and the deeper
the color, the higher altitude.
There are 4 regions selected for
validating across different climatic regions of China, which
are Northeastern China (NE),
Northern China (N), Southeastern China (SE) and Western
China (W), respectively
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Table 1  Coordinates of China regions
No.

Region

Longitude

Latitude

1
2
3
4
5

China
Northeast China
North China
Southeast China
West China

66.24°E–139.48°E
117.54°E–130.17°E
104.4°E–121.34°E
105.68°E–21.14°E
78.48°E–101.16°E

10.07°N–54.34°N
40°65′N–52°29′N
34.92°N–40.06°N
22.82°N–33.98°N
30.58°N–34.84°N

3 Results
3.1 Model validation
3.1.1 Spatial patterns of present‑day climate
Overall, the PRECIS model reasonably reproduces the
regional scale climatological temperature patterns across
most regions of China aside from local differences, especially in western China. Figure 2 shows the geographic
distribution of annual mean temperature in observation
and simulations (including the driving GCMs and RCM
ensemble mean) and their biases (simulations minus observation) during the baseline period. The major hot centers

(the southeast and northwest) and cold centers (the northeast and the Tibet Plateau) are well simulated by PRECIS.
The performance of PRECIS in the east is better than that
in the west of China. The magnitude of the bias generally varies within the range of [− 2, 2] °C in most areas
except in the Himalayan margin and southeastern parts of
Tibet in China. Compared with the RCM ensemble, the
results from their corresponding GCM simulations demonstrate differences in some regions. For example, negative anomalies are found in the northwest of Xinjiang and
the northeast of China while the surrounding regions in
the southern Xinjiang show considerable warm biases.
The seasonal mean temperature in spatial distribution is
similar with the annual mean temperature, and the main
temperature centers and zones of China are captured well
especially in spring (Figure S2 in supplemental materials)
and autumn (Figure S4). However, the capability of GCM
in reproducing the mean temperature is noticeably worse
than RCM in winter (Figure S1), with sharply underestimation in most regions of China (i.e., exceeding 6 °C
cold bias in northeast and west). But it should be noticed
that the downscaled results show some warm biases are
found in the northern Xinjiang in winter, while these
biases move to the southern Xinjiang in summer (Figure
S2). The significant cold biases are also found over the

Fig. 2  Spatial distribution of annual mean temperature during the baseline period (1961–1990): a observation, b GCMs, c RCMs, d bias
between GCMs and observation, and e bias between RCMs and observation
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west or the Tibetan Plateau (especially in cold seasons),
which are broadly consistent to those reported on previous studies over China (Gao et al. 2011b, 2015). There are
common problems, such as complex land surface information, insufficient observations, inaccurate representation
of snow processes and elevation dependent, which could
result in poor performance and challenges in reproducing
climate features over high topographic regions (Ouyang
et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2014). Nevertheless, in comparison
with single member of RCM runs or large-scale climate
model, our results have some superiority in reginal details
demonstration and uncertainty reduction.
To quantitatively evaluate the model’s ability on simulating the pattern of the present-day mean temperature over
China, we use Taylor diagram to characterize three assessment indicators mentioned above for annual and seasonal
mean temperature during the baseline period over China
and the sub-regions (Fig. 3). For the annual or seasonal
mean temperature, the majority of RCM simulations have
high pattern correlation coefficients and low centered pattern root-mean-square differences with observation in most
regions except the west. For instance, the correlation coefficients are in the range of 0.85 and 0.99 and the centered
pattern root-mean-square differences remain between 0.25
and 0.75, indicating the RCM ensemble has good simulated
skills in simulating the pattern distribution of mean temperature. The simulation in the west is worse performance
relative to other regions; however, the RMSE of GCMs is
smaller than RCMs, especially in summer, indicating that
the RCM ensemble has no satisfactory improvements in the
western plateau regions (Fig. 7c). In addition, all simulations
have good performances in the ratio of standard deviations
between 0.75 and 1.25, indicating the simulated pattern
variations are similar with observation. Nevertheless, the
degree of phase agreement between RCMs and observation
is higher than GCMs owing to the enhanced representation
of the land surface boundary.
3.1.2 Annual cycle
Figure 4 shows the annual temperature cycles relative to
observation as simulated by the RCM ensemble and their
GCMs. The shape of mean temperature annual cycles is generally well reproduced by PRECIS ensemble simulations in
all regions, although there are some differences in predefined
regions.
For four sub-regions, the simulations from PRECIS overvalue the mean temperature in most months except for the
west. Specifically, the warm bias in the northern China is
larger than the south (Fig. 4f). There is a warm bias (exceeding 2 °C) in the cold months (January, February and March)
and hot months (July and August) in the northeast (Fig. 4d).
Relatively small bias between observation and the RCMs
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is in the southeastern China (Fig. 4h). The simulations of
GCMs show similar biases over the three regions of eastern China (i.e., NE, N and SE), and colder biases are found
in simulations by GCMs than RCMs, particularly in cold
seasons. On the other hand, compared to the rest regions
of China with weak positive biases, the mean temperature
in the area of western China is completely underestimated
with excessively negative biases in all months throughout
the year, especially in winter (below − 5 °C). It explains why
the mean temperature in the whole of China is underestimated: the warm biases that are relatively weak yet covering
large part of China are overwhelmed by the very strong cool
biases over relatively small area of western China. But it
is worth noting that GCMs show relatively small biases in
west than RCMs. This inconsistent performance in the eastern and western China from GCMs and RCMs can also be
identified from aforementioned spatial distribution maps and
Taylor diagram. As mentioned above, the possible reason
of the poor performance simulated by RCMs in the western
plateau is that they could inherit some errors from the driving GCMs in addition to their own errors, and these errors
could be further magnified unintentionally in downscaling
over high elevations (Liang et al. 2008).

3.2 Projections of future climate
Here we divided the simulated results into three continuous 30-year periods throughout the twenty-first century:
2011–2040 (or early-21st C), 2041–2070 (or mid-21st
C), and 2071–2099 (or late-21st C). The projected spatial
changes for three future periods with respect to baseline climate are discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1 Changes in spatial distribution
Figure 5 shows that in the early twenty-first century the projected results suggest that the most likely mean temperature
range over the whole of China would be [1.3, 1.9] °C. Overall, the ensemble simulations project the largest warming
regions in the north while the lower warming in the most
southern China. The seasonal temperature shows gradually
increasing pattern along with the latitude, especially in winter. For example, there is virtually no significant temperature
change in southern Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan regions
in winter at 10% level, while in the northeast and northwest
the temperature would largely increase by about 1.5 °C at
10% level and 3.0 °C at 90% level compared with the baseline period. Meanwhile, there is the smallest amplitude of
change in spring. In this period, the possible warming ranges
for the four seasons are [1.2, 2.3] °C in winter, [1.1, 2.0] °C
in summer, [1.0, 1.8] °C in spring, [1.3, 2.0] °C in autumn,
respectively.
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Fig. 3  Taylor diagrams of mean seasonal and annual temperature for simulations (1–5: RCMs; 6: GCMs) versus observation over the entire
China and four sub-regions (NE, N, SE and W)
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Fig. 4  Annual cycle of mean temperature (left) and biases (right) between simulations (black: GCMs mean; red: RCMs mean) and observation
(blue) over China (a, b) and 4 sub-regions (c–j) during the baseline period (1961–1990)
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Fig. 5  Temperature changes in the early twenty-first century (2011–2040) at 10% probability level (left), 50% probability level (middle) and 90%
probability level (right) compared to the baseline period (1961–1990): a–c winter, d–f spring, g–i summer, j–l autumn

By comparison with early twenty-first century, the
overall temperature of the ensemble presents a continuous increase and the changes in the annual average temperature become larger in the mid-21st C, ranging from
2.5 °C at 10%, 3.2 at 50% to 3.7 °C at 90% CDF level
(Figure S5). Except for spring, the mean temperature
climbs more rapidly ([2.6, 3.9] °C) in the whole of China,
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and the warming is more pronounced in the northeast and
northwest especially in winter and summer. By contrast,
the lowest increase is in the southeast during spring ([2.0,
2.8] °C). Besides the latitude variation being consistent
with the earlier period, the warming amplitude in the west
is slightly high than the east in winter but low in summer.
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The temperature change hovers in a wider range across
China in the end of this century ([3.7, 5.2] °C), as shown
in Figure S6. Consistent with the two former periods, the
amplitude of temperature growth in the northern high latitude areas is increasing more than the south. The warming
is more pronounced in winter while the smallest change is
in spring for the entire China region. However, compared
with the rapidly growth in the mid-twenty-first century, the
rate of warming may slow down in this period, especially
in summer and winter. The slowdown of warming in latetwenty-first century is consistent with the evolution of the
anthropogenic forcing in A1B scenario, which describes a
future of very rapid economic growth, greenhouse gas emissions that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter.
Figure 6 shows the regional mean in mean temperature.
There is a similar trend in spatial patterns, but the projected
results present distinct features. According to the seasons,
the increase is relatively smaller in spring than that in other
seasons for all sub-regions, with the smallest increase
(1.1 °C, 2.4 °C and 3.5 °C) in the southeast (Fig. 6d). The
seasons of the largest increase in temperature are different.
For example, a larger change is found in winter for the northeast (2.2 °C, 4.2 °C and 5.7 °C, Fig. 6b) and the west (1.8 °C,
3.4 °C and 4.8 °C, Fig. 6e). Similarly, other two sub-regions
also show larger increase in winter in the early twenty-first
century, with 1.8 °C for the north (Fig. 6c) and 1.4 °C for the
southeast (Fig. 6d). However, in the middle and late twentyfirst century, the increase in summer or autumn is slightly
higher than other seasons. For example, the north shows
3.2 °C and 4.5 °C increase in summer while the southeast
shows 2.8 °C and 4.1 °C increase in autumn. For the whole
of China, the larger increase is most likely to appear in winter (1.8 °C, 3.4 °C and 4.8 °C), while the smaller is in spring
(1.4 °C, 2.7 °C and 4.0 °C) (Fig. 6a).
The spatio-temporal changes in minimum and maximum
temperature in the twenty-first century are presented in Figure S7. Overall, the close resemblance between the pattern
change in extreme temperature and mean temperature is
obvious, that is, the temperature increase would be larger
in north than that in south, higher in the late-21st C than in
the early. However, compared with mean temperature, the
increase in extreme temperature is likely to be larger, particularly for minimum temperature. For example, the minimum temperature would increase exceeding 6 °C in the parts
of northwestern China in the late-21st C.
3.2.2 Changes in annual cycles
The annual temperature cycles for the three future periods
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the five regions. The results
show that the distribution shape (a single peak curve) of
mean temperature in annual cycle in future is consistent
with that in the baseline period (Fig. 7). It is noted that the
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spread among ensemble members is narrower in the first
half of the year (especially from March to June) than the
last 6 months for the next three periods. Figure 8 shows the
mean temperature changes in the annual cycle relative to
the baseline period. The monthly mean temperature rises
consistently in the twenty-first century, with approximately
[0.7, 2.0] °C in the early century, [2.0, 3.7] °C in the middle
century and [3.3, 4.7] °C in the late century, as compared
to the simulated baseline over the whole of China. For NE
in middle and late twenty-first century, the change range is
larger than that for other regions, especially in January, July,
August, September and December (Fig. 8b). Although some
members demonstrate slight or even negative temperature
changes in NE for the early-21 C in the cold months (i.e.,
nearly zero in December). These small or even negative
changes seem to be not at all evident in the spatial distribution of the temperature changes for this period in previous results (Figs. 5, 6b), which show the mean temperature
increases obviously. It is not surprising because there are
obvious positive temperature changes in other two months
in winter, especially in January, and these positive changes
contribute to the overall warming in this season. Similarly,
previous results show the increase in spring is small (Fig. 6).
From the annual cycle, we can find that the lowest temperature increase is in May of the year, in other words, the performance in May pulls down the overall mean temperature
increment in this season.
Future changes in extreme temperature in annual cycle
are analyzed preliminarily (Figure S8). The peak value of
monthly mean extreme temperature over China appears in
July, with about 20 °C for the minimum temperature and
30 °C for the maximum. The mean extreme temperature in
January is the least. The mean minimum temperature would
be below − 10 °C and the maximum is likely to be about
0 °C in future. The changes in extreme temperature during summer are larger than those in other months, which is
inconsistent with the mean temperature (i.e., more increase
in cold months). Similar with changes in spatial distribution,
the amplitude in the minimum temperature is also larger than
that in the maximum in annual cycle.
Moreover, the ensemble shows bigger variation in the late
century (see long red boxes in Fig. 8) as compared to other
two periods, which means that there are larger disagreements
among simulations for long term projections.
3.2.3 Comparison with GCMs
In order to investigate whether the projections from PRECIS are consistent with GCM, we compare the downscaling
outcomes to their driving GCMs. There is a basic agreement between them in projected temperature field distribution and warming trend (Figure S9). Again, the PRECIS
shows its strength in the regional details, which are ignored
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◂Fig. 6  Future changes in regional mean temperature in different sea-

sons over the entire China (a) and sub-regions (b–e) compared to the
baseline period (1961–1990) at 10% probability level (lower boundary), 50% probability level (dot, displaying numbers) and 90% probability level (upper boundary) in early, middle and late twenty-first
century

or omitted in GCM owing to its low resolution, especially
in the regions of immense complexity. For example, in most
of southeastern regions, GCMs only show the two or three
temperature ranges in rough, while the PRECIS provides
much more information with the changes of terrain. On the
other hand, during the baseline period, the PRECIS also
shows more positive biases in most of China than GCMs
(Fig. 2). It can be inferred that these biases in simulating
present-day climate have not decreased with time and could
be systematically propagated into future climate projection.
The comparisons of projected mean temperature changes
in spatial distribution between the PRECIS and GCM
ensemble are also carried out for three future periods (Figure S10). In general, the range of mean temperature changes
in GCMs is larger than RCMs, particularly in the northeastern and northwestern regions. It seems that changes in
temperature are less susceptible to a warming climate or less
sensitiveness in climate change simulations that use RCMs
than in simulations that use GCMs. Other researchers have
made similar findings (Gao et al. 2011a, 2012b). The highresolution RCM models may provide more land cover types,
such as snow cover in the high latitudes or cold seasons.
Under the background of climate warming, these land cover
types would melt and absorb some heat, thus resulting in
colder temperature than their driving GCMs.
3.2.4 Impacts of climate biases on projections
How the present-day known climates impact on its future
unknown projection is sophisticated. Generally, there are
two types of statistical biases in climate simulation. One
is the deviation among models (i.e., bias between RCM
and its driving GCM); the other is the actual biases (i.e.,
bias between simulation and observation). Two types of
biases show very different effects on both baseline period
and future trend projections. For the biases between RCM
and its driving GCM, the spatial distributions in presentday simulation are obviously similar to corresponding future
projections (Figure S11a–d), demonstrating that the bias
from baseline period is almost totally transferred into future.
However, their relationship maybe not exactly linear from
the annual cycles (Figure S11e–i), though the overall trend
is roughly identical. For example, over the northeast, the
bias is obviously smaller from January to May in the middle century relative to other periods. For the actual biases
based observation, the future changes are out line with the
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bias in the present-day simulation (Figure S12). In the spatial distribution, we cannot clearly identify the relationship
between the cold or warm bias in baseline period and congruously warming trend in future. For example, over the
northeast, the baseline bias is large in winter with the peak
in February, whereas the changes are relatively small in the
same month during three next periods. From May to October, the bias trend in baseline period is consistent with that
in future periods, but the trend is opposite in other months.
Over the west, the bias in the baseline is obviously smaller in
warm months than in other months, but the projected change
range in future seems to be not distinct and shows an overall
stability.

4 Conclusions
In this study, a 25-km horizontal resolution regional climate
model (PRECIS) is run over China from 1950 to 2099. Five
GCMs are introduced as lateral boundary conditions to drive
the PRECIS for further downscaling.
Overall, PRECIS can reasonably reproduce the observed
temperature for most areas of China though simulations
exhibit significant cold biases in the west, especially in the
western edge of the Tibetan Plateau. PRECIS can well simulate mean temperature annual cycles over all regions, but
the mean temperature over the whole country of China is
underestimated throughout the year, especially in May and
November. Compared to the PRECIS ensemble, the driving
GCMs show relatively small biases in the west. Because
RCMs could inherit some errors from GCMs in addition to
their own errors, and these errors could be further magnified unintentionally when downscaling in western plateau
regions. However, RCMs has a higher pattern correlation
than GCMs owing to the enhanced representation of the land
surface boundary.
Future temperature changes simulated by PRECIS for
three successive 30-year periods in the twenty-first century
are presented in this paper. The results indicate the following aspects:
1. In general, the ensemble regional simulations show an
increase in mean temperature over all three time periods.
On average for the whole of China, the temperature is
likely to continue to increase throughout the twenty-first
century (i.e., by [1.3, 1.9] °C in the early century, [2.5,
3.7] °C in the middle century, and [3.7, 5.2] °C) in the
late century.
2. In the spatial distribution, there is an increasing pattern
along with the latitude. The slightly change in temperature is found in spring and the warming trend in summer
and winter (especially in winter) is more than the other
seasons. On a monthly time-scale, monthly mean tem-
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Fig. 7  Annual cycle of regional mean temperature over the whole China (a) and sub-regions (b–e) in early (blue), middle (yellow) and late (red)
twenty-first century

perature will continue to rise over the next three periods,
which is particularly obvious in the latter half of the
year. Compared with other regions, the change range is
larger in the north of China as well, especially in July,
August and September. In addition, the change in mean
temperature for some months (i.e., January, February
and May) can dominate the corresponding seasonal
changes. Moreover, this result also shows that there are
larger disagreements among simulations for long term
projections. Relative to mean temperature, the increase
in extreme temperature is likely to be larger, particularly
for minimum temperature. These changes are agreement
with most studies (Wu et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2006; Zhou
et al. 2014), which add confidence to our projection to
some degree.
3. The projections in the distribution and tendency of climate change by PRECIS are consistent with the outcome
form their driving GCMs. It also proved that the PRECIS shows better performance in incorporating more
detailed information at finer spatial resolutions while
representing good agreement with the spatio-temporal
patterns of temperature changes projected by the driv-
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ing GCMs. On the analysis on two biases in climate
simulation, the biases derived from GCMs in present
are systematically propagated into future climate projection. Though the overall trends are roughly identical,
their relationship maybe not exactly linear. On the other
hand, there is no apparent relationship between projected changes and model biases (i.e., larger bias does
not necessarily lead to bigger changes in temperature).
It is important to assess the potential impacts and accurate
prediction of future climate change, for developing targeted
public policies and measures for adaptation and mitigation
in the context of global warming. In this study, we highlight
the strength of the high-resolution model in producing realistic small-scale features and the importance of an ensemble
method in reducing uncertainties from models. We apply a
high-resolution RCM ensemble method to explore the future
changes in temperature over China and try to understand
the uncertainties in climate model projections. The method
could be applied to other regions of the globe, and these
results could be directly used to analyze the impacts caused
by climate warming on agriculture, energy and other related
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Fig. 8  Annual cycle of regional mean temperature changes over the whole China (a) and sub-regions (b–e) compared to the baseline period
(1961–1990) in early (blue), middle (yellow) and late (red) twenty-first century

sectors in China. To a certain extent, the PRECIS model’s
downscaling can significantly improve the simulated ability
of global climate models and yield more reliable future climate change prediction at regional and local scales, though
the future projection should be interpreted with caution in
complex topographical regions.
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